


STORY:
My story about a mental hospital . It had a riot 
of patients. Only one survivor remained nor-
mal person in the building. It was a doctor or 
sanitar. Choose your style there are 2 character. 
You can play for a doctor or sanitar. If you play 
for a doctor, then you have more opportunities 
for smart play. If you play for a sanitar, then 
your power quality is better, but intaligency 
low. You oppose the crazy monsters. Goal of the 
game is to go step by step all the labyrinths of 
the building, fighting the enemies.
GENRE:
This game genre is horror/quest. Playing the 
game you go to different rooms and hallways. 
You need to find a way. Exit to another floor. 
But before that you have to fight with the boss. 
It always happens very suddenly. But first you 
are  looking for the keys to the door, decide 
logical problems, without fighting
BOSSES:
Each boss has a different combat characteristics 
and behavior style . New  levels of bosses stron-
ger than before . Often to kill the boss you want 
to use new weapons.  Game ends when you kill 
the last boss of Napoleon and exit from the 
psychiatric hospital .
TARGET AUDIENCE:  
6~60, becose this game is trash stile game.

STORY:
My story about a mental hospital . It had 
a riot of patients. Only one survivor re-
mained normal person in the building. 
It was a doctor or sanitar. Choose your 
style there are 2 character. You can play 
for a doctor or sanitar. If you play for a 
doctor, then you have more opportuni-
ties for smart play. If you play for a 
sanitar, then your power quality is 
better, but intaligency low. You oppose 
the crazy monsters. Goal of the game is 
to go step by step all the labyrinths of 
the building, fighting the enemies.

DOC:
claver, but cowardly

SANITAR :
strong, but not inteligentnyIn game 5 stage-levels, and 5 boses

CRAZY SCIENTIST

PARANOID

MANIAC

BIG BABY

NAPOLEON

POSTER



The doctor is not very strong, but he may well 
solve the quest. He is frightened and loves rea-
soning. This character is not for young players.

She does not  like to talk and ready to repel 
even the strongest opponent. but she has no  
logic. This character is suitable for young and 
especially young girls.

DOC SANITAR



BOSS 1:
crazy scien-
tist

BOSS 2:
PARANOID

Mad scientist is the 
first person with 
whom you have to 
fight at the end of 
the first level . In 
his hands drip. He 
is peaceful , but the 
crafty chemist.

This man is not as dangerous as it 
seems, he is stupid and not nimble . 
You will be bad if he hit you, be-
cause he is very strong and in his 
hand stool .



BOSS 4:
big 

baby
BOSS 3:
MANIAC

Maniac is very 
dangerous, but 
do not be afraid 
of him too much , 
he is in a strait-
jacket. Be care-
ful . He bites and 
fights his head

You’ll never 
know what he 
can be expected. 
He looks harm-
less enough , but 
do not relax. his 
appearance is 
changeable . He 
is very evil and 
cunning



BOSS 5:
Napoleon

INTERFACE

napoleon main boss and 
the most difficult boss. 
To win it you must try. 
He has a sharp sword 
and aggressive plans

when you play the 
game you can see 

the top of life . Below 
you can see the form 
of weapons and the 
level of fearfulness 

character



VeAPOnS SkECHES

drop counterpill

piss-pot

electroshock

pen

In a fight with the bosses 
you need weapons. Some 

items will help to defend. 
for example, ball-point 
pen can stick in the eye!



BONUS


